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Foreword
Who is this brochure intended for?
This brochure is intended for everyone at the Directorate
General of Public Works and Water Management (RWS) who
deals with road users. The objective is, in a not too 'scientific'
way, to provide more insight into the road user: what can he
cope with, and what not? What does he want, and what not?
This knowledge can help you ensure that the road user can
operate as well as possible in the situation that applies on your
road.
Structure: the 10 rules
The brochure is based on the input of three Dutch experts in
the area of the road user:
• Dr. Ir. A.R.A. van der Horst, TNO Soesterberg,
• Prof. Dr. J.A. Rothengatter, University of Groningen,
• Prof. Dr. J. Theeuwes, VU University Amsterdam.
This input has been translated into ten simple rules.
These rules have been classified systematically. Naturally, we
start with the human being: the road user. From here we
expand our horizon step by step outwards to how the road
user perceives the traffic around him, to what he does with the
road and its surroundings, and finally to what requirements he
places on the information you provide him.
1. Characteristics and (annoying) habits of the road user:
Rule 1: The road user is rather selfish.
Rule 2: The road user cannot do everything at the same time.
Rule 3: You can tell the road user to do something, but will he
then do what he is told?
2. The road user's perception of traffic and traffic measures:
Rule 4: The road user only accepts measures that he
considers useful.
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3. How the road user reacts to the road environment:
Rule 5: The road user will surprise you.
Rule 6: A road user has expectations and behaves as such.
Rule 7: What happens if things go wrong with the system or
with the road user?
4. The requirements of the road user concerning the
information you provide him:
Rule 8: Tell the road user what is really important.
Rule 9: Do not confuse the road user.
5. The requirements that the information that is provided
must meet:
Rule 10: Information must be visible, clear and understandable
to the road user.
The explanation of the rule consists of:
• the rule itself,
• a one sentence summary of the main issue,
• an illustration of the problem concerned,
• a short description of what happens when a road user
finds himself in this situation,
• What is the problem?: a short explanation of what's going
on,
• How can you take this into account?: various suggestions
of how you can prevent this type of problem.
The road user
Before we present the rules, a couple of comments.
There is no such thing as the road user
This might be a somewhat strange introduction to the ten rules
concerning the road user, but there is no such thing as the
road user. There are many types of motorised road users: car
drivers, motorcyclists, truck drivers, etc. And they can use the
road for business, pleasure, or commuting. The one considers
safety important, the other thinks a little risk is exciting. The
one is in a hurry, the other takes it easy. The one concentrates
on his driving, the other is sidetracked by worries about home
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or work. Moreover, there are male, female, young, old and
middle-aged road users, friendly and (sometimes) not so
friendly road users, road users with a lot of experience who
can perfectly handle any situation and road users who
occasionally have trouble coping.
This brochure assumes the least favourable situation: for the
given situation the least capable road user who is still actively
allowed to use the road. The result is that some rules, in
particular for you as a traffic expert, might seem to be
somewhat overdone: most people are normally able to do a
number of things simultaneously, however, this is not the case
for everyone.
Therefore, we do not assume the (average) road user, but the
least endowed road user with respect to mentality, driving
ability and driving suitability. This road user is allowed to use
the road, and therefore the road must also be suitable for him
to use.
It is important to bear this in mind, also with respect to future
developments. After all, the tendency is towards better road
utilization by at one moment using parts of the road in one way
and at other moments in another. For instance rush-hour lanes
and reversible lanes (also called counterflow lanes, tidal flow
lanes, or contraflow lanes). Furthermore, also consider the
aging of the road user.
The objective must be and remain: a system that everyone can
cope with. Its understandability for the user who is unfamiliar
with the local situation or for an infrequent road user places
very high demands on its design, signposting, signalling and
the like.
And finally, the system must, in the terminology of Duurzaam
Veilig (Sustainable Safety vision, an initiative of the Dutch
government), be forgiving. People must be allowed to make
mistakes.
The road user doesn't know what is good for him
People often do not know what is good for them and they are
often unable to correctly estimate the risks. For instance, when
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driving, people choose their own speed and the distance at
which to follow. But how many people drive too fast or follow
much too closely?
The conclusion is that we should not attach too much value to
the opinion of the average road user. You should take with a
pinch of salt his claims about what he can handle for as far as
speed, perception, information processing and the like is
concerned.
It is well known that using - even handsfree - a mobile phone
while driving is dangerous, because it distracts you, but how
many people phone when driving? These are the same people
who say that a DRIP (Dynamic Route Information Panel)
should contain more information than just that there is a traffic
jam at the next exit. This shows that these people are unable
to accurately say what they are able to cope with, let alone
what others can cope with. In the terminology of the
Sustainable Safety vision, their status awareness leaves
something to be desired.
Moreover: we weren't going to assume the average road user,
but the least capable road user who is still allowed to actively
use the road.
You and the road user
You might have worked 'in traffic' for years. You have probably
studied the subject. You design, build, mark and signpost,
maintain and/or manage a road, you work with colleagues in
this area - for you the road and everything associated with it is
as clear as can be.
But that's certainly not the case for the user of this road! He
wants to travel safely and quickly from A to B, probably even
somewhat faster than what is safe. Sometime in the past he
managed to pass his driving test, but normally what he learnt
then is everything he ever learnt about participating in traffic.
He is often only moderately interested in the road and the
traffic.
And in particular: he knows a lot less about the road and
everything associated with it than you do. Things that you have
designed or implemented precisely to tested guidelines and
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that are logical and obvious to you, he can consider to be
completely new or even ununderstandable.
Of course, you must respect the road user, but do not
overestimate him!
Therefore, take a moment to reflect now and again. Try to put
yourself in the position of this not so perfect, not all-knowing
and not very interested road user who must understand
everything you present him. A person who does not have
much experience in traffic, who has no background knowledge
and who by accident or design does things incorrectly...
This road user is a given for you. It is up to you to help him, in
spite of everything, to travel as safely and quickly as possible.
The 10 Golden Rules can help you understand him. And so
help you to do your job even better.
Therefore, it is important for you to systematically monitor what
the road user does on the road. This is certainly the case if, for
instance, you have changed the road situation or have hung
up a sign: monitor the situation. Does the road user do what
you intended or not? Or does he do something completely
different, something that you never even envisaged?
And finally: if the road user takes the effort to warn you about,
in his opinion, an unclear or dangerous situation, then it is
obvious that you should respond to him quickly.
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Rule 1
The road user is rather selfish

The road user aims to achieve his own objectives, which are not
always very social or safe.
10

I'm a little miserable today. I got up rather late. So now I'm in a hurry. And that car
in front of me is too slow. Hey, stop hanging about! Don't you understand you'll
make me late?!
Otherwise, pull aside so I can pass. Then at least I can get going! I'm getting
nowhere like this. Then let's just phone the company to tell them that I'm in a traffic
jam. Phoning from the car's dangerous? So what, can't I tell my boss where I am?
Blast, my cigarettes are on the floor, just out of reach…
What is the
problem?

• People all have their own desires and objectives in life, such as
happiness, money, status, and getting from A to B as quickly as
possible... These objectives and desires therefore also play a
role in traffic.
• People reason from their own point of view. They reason in their
own interest.
• But a road user also literally reasons from his own point of view.
From where he sits in his car on the road, he is probably unable
to get a clear picture of the entire traffic situation and therefore
cannot take it into account.
• The objectives of the road user sometimes have nothing to do
with the traffic, let alone them being beneficial for traffic flow and
safety.
• That road users behave in a way that suits them best means
that whatever the road designer and legislator dream up for
them sometimes takes second place (also see the surprising
road user in Rule 5).
• The individual road user might (think that he will) gain some
advantage from his behaviour, but the result can be that the
entire traffic situation can become worse (less safe or slower).
Consider here the continual changing of lanes to get 'to the
front'.
• This concerns all sorts of annoying and/or dangerous violations
like phoning, tailgating, undertaking, weaving from lane to lane,
driving on the hard shoulder well before the next exit, changing
a CD, watching a DVD, having a completely wrong driving
position, 'flooring it' in residential areas to impress the
neighbours, or concentrating on an accident on the other
carriageway.
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How can
you take
this into
account?

• You can of course base what you do on design vehicles and
design standards, and average or 'model' road users, but
always take into account the fact that people can behave
differently in traffic than you had ever imagined or intended.
• Try where possible to anticipate this by imagining where a
design could go wrong. An aid here is to examine what road
users already do incorrectly in existing situations. Consider road
users who speed, who cannot see a bend in time, who take an
undesirable short cut and who are confused because they have
lost their way. And don't just consider motorists, but also
pedestrians who ignore a red light.
• Ask yourself how you can prevent this happening. Examples:
− Design the road, certainly roads that provide access to local
neighbourhoods, in a way that discourages/ or makes it
impossible for people (certainly those driving lowered Golfs
with fat exhausts…) to take short cuts or to speed.
− Discourage 'short-cut traffic' through petrol stations by making
delaying constructions or taking traffic management
measures on the entry and exit ramps.
− Prevent traffic jams resulting from 'rubber necking' at an
accident by installing incident screens; providing information
has been shown to be ineffective and the police normally
have more important things to do at such an accident.
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Rule 2
The road user cannot do everything
at the same time

Slow
down

People can only handle a limited amount of information at one time
and can only take a limited number of decisions and act on them
and they need time to do so.
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It's great driving on the motorway. I immediately saw which exit to take. The
signs for the exit were clear, and were repeated, with sufficient time in between
them. Slow down correctly before the bend, take the secondary road and then
accelerate. I have never been here before, but fortunately the local signs were
also clear. That makes driving rather enjoyable. Until… suddenly a whole forest
of blue and yellow signs and traffic signs all mixed up alongside the road. Of
course I knew too well that such signs often mean that you cannot continue,
and that you must take a different route. But these signs appeared so
suddenly. And there were so many of them. And they contained so much
information. And they were very close together. I broke out in a cold sweat. I
braked in an attempt to read what the signs said. Immediately, a truck behind
me started blowing its horn impatiently. So I nervously accelerated, just when
the car in front suddenly braked…
What is the
problem?

• People cannot do everything at the same time. They can only
handle and act on a limited amount of information
simultaneously. And they need time to process all of the
information and to act on it.
• Certainly when driving in an unfamiliar location it takes a while:
− before you notice a sign,
− before you have read what it says,
− before you realise whether the information is also intended for
you,
− before you know what you are supposed to do,
− before you can actually do what you are told to do.
• This all takes time and demands attention, and this time and
attention is limited as you also have to continue driving and
remain aware of the traffic around you. Some people, such as
(but not limited to) the elderly, take more time to handle
information than others.
• Overloading resulting from having to do too much at the same
time can lead to life-threatening panic reactions and also to
delay, as people no longer know what they must do and due to
their insecurity start to drive very slowly.
• In an overload situation, the road user increasingly tends to act
and is increasingly less able to oversee the situation. He can
only do simple things such as braking, accelerating and
steering. It is no longer possible for him to appraise the
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developing situation and to see where he can go safely. In such
a moment he is therefore no longer aware of signs, signals and
the like alongside the road.

How can
you take
this into
account?

• For safety's sake assume that the road user can only do one
thing (well) at the same time. ·
• In particular in mentally stressful situations, it is very important
for the information that is provided to be uniform. The road user
processes information faster and more easily if the situation is
what he expects, if the additional information presented on
DRIPs, text trailers and other signs is provided in the way he is
used to and if the information is consistent. (See the
expectations of the road user in Rule 6, and what he requires
from the information provided in Rules 9 and 10).·
• Put yourself in the position of a person who is unfamiliar with
the local situation, who does not expect anything unusual.·
Consider 'aging': there are increasingly more older road
users, who can generally handle less information at the same
time, who process this information slower and who also act
slower. You can take this into account in the road design and
layout, for instance, by allowing left and right exit lanes to start
early and to erect (repeated) warning signs well before an exit.
After all, the objective still is a system that everyone can cope
with.·
• If a complicated and possibly confusing situation cannot be
avoided, then 'wake up' the road user to the fact well in
advance. Prepare him for what is to come. For instance, if
two exits are very close together on a motorway, warn the
road user far in advance that the first exit will be followed x
metres later by a second one, and therefore that he is
approaching two exits that are close together. Give the main
directions that each exit will lead to. The road user can then
be guided to his exit in the usual way. ·
• Do not erect signs at locations that require all of the attention of
the road user to be on the road and/or the traffic, for instance on
an entry or exit ramp, or at a lane deviation or where lanes
merge. ·
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• Give the road user the time to read and absorb the information
on every sign, and therefore ensure that there is sufficient
distance between the signs when you erect multiple signs one
after the other.·
• Ensure that at the normal speed driven on the road concerned,
the road user can read and understand all of the information on
the sign. Is there too much text for that? Install multiple signs,
always with sufficient distance between them (see also the
requirements related to clarity of signs of Rule 10). Also ensure
that there is sufficient distance between these temporary signs
and the existing ones.·
• Do not use changing text fragments (electronic panels that
alternately show different parts of a message):
− these make demands not only on your powers of observation,
but also on your memory, because you must compose the
entire message yourself,
− in part due to this they are difficult to understand,
− afraid of missing a line of text, the road user becomes
insecure and decelerates, with the resulting delay and risks.·
• At critical locations (diversions, lane deviations, etc.) only give
the information that is strictly necessary. At these locations the
road user is already busy enough. The reason for the
reconstruction project and the telephone number that you can
phone to get information about it is useful to know, but this can
be provided well before or well after the critical location! (Also
see Rule 8 regarding providing information sparingly.)
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Rule 3
You can tell the road user to do
something, but will he then do what
he is told?

First let them solve the
congestion problems

You should not expect too much from just communicating
information designed to influence behaviour, but communication
is effective in reinforcing the effect of other measures.
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Last night, I saw again the advert about keeping your distance in traffic. But I
don't know. For instance, if I were to now keep 2 seconds behind the car in
front on this motorway, I know for sure that another car will immediately cut in
front of me. And speeding is too expensive. Yes, sure. But did they ever
consider what it would cost me if I were to miss the appointment with my next
customer? And moreover: on this road you can easily drive at 140km, so why
is the limit 100km?
What is the
problem?

• To behave in a certain way demands at least two conditions to
be met: you must be able to do it and you must be willing to do
it.
• Maybe the road user is not able to do it:
− Certain desired behaviour, like following certain signs or
following the road markings on a roundabout, can be too
difficult for the road user,
- either because he does not understand what is required (for
instance he is not familiar with the Recognisable Road
Characteristics),
- or because the desired behaviour is too difficult (for
instance adjusting the speed and estimating the space in a
line of cars when 'merging in turn' (in Dutch: ritsen) and
when using a combined entry and exit ramp (in Dutch:
weven)),
- or because he cannot process and act on the information
concerned quickly enough.
• Maybe the road user is not willing to do it:
• Behaviour arises for a large part due to the value you attach to
the behaviour, for instance whether you consider it fun or useful.
This is also referred to as 'attitude'.
• In addition to this general attitude, in traffic the current personal
circumstances also matter, for instance whether you are in a
hurry or are tired.
− Most road users have a positive attitude to safe and social
behaviour when driving. But that is irrelevant if your attitude
towards speed is positive and stronger. Or if you think that
you are a very good driver (three quarters of drivers think that
they drive better than average!).
• In short: the human being is fallible.
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• Many people - also in the traffic world - place a lot of trust in
communication, meaning the transfer of a message, the
provision of information.
• With the knowledge you convey with the message, you can
explain to the road user what he must do. But in practise, the
road user is still not always able to do what you want.
• You can also try to change someone's attitude with the
message. The intention is that by doing so you also change his
behaviour. But in practice, the results are often disappointing.
This is, for instance, because the road user finds it more fun
and more important to drive fast than to behave socially and
safely in traffic.
• Moreover, behaviour is not only influenced by what you
personally consider to be pleasant or important, but also by how
you think that your friends and acquaintances consider it. And
they might have a very positive attitude towards speeding and
tailgating. And even about 'convivial' drinking if you still need to
drive…
• A lot of behaviour is habitual. People do not reflect on what they
habitually do and as such they are not interested in any related
information. They are, for instance, used to keeping a certain
distance from the car in front; they think that what they do is OK,
and therefore they are not interested in information about
keeping their distance.
• And last but not least: if the road and the surrounding area incite
undesired behaviour (high speed, overtaking), then it is useless
to fight this through communication.
How can
you take
this into
account?

• Take into account that human beings are fallible and that they
sometimes pursue their habitual behaviour very doggedly.
• Moreover, many people want to safely participate as a road
user, but are unable to do so.
• Do not blindly rely on the power of communication, and certainly
not solely on the power of communication.
• Changing driving behaviour is something completely different
than advertising. An advertisement might be able to get you to
buy another brand of detergent, but you will continue to buy
detergents. The attitude, habits, etc. that play a role in driving
behaviour are, however, much stronger than those that play a
role in buying a type of product. Therefore, it is insufficient to
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•

•

•

•

unthinkingly use advertising techniques in an attempt to alter
driving behaviour.
In the first place, try to ensure that undesired behaviour is not
possible: if a road invites you to speed and overtake, then
communication is just a waste of time and effort (and so is a
police presence, unless it is continually present). Let the road
explain itself as Sustainable Safety prescribes, then we will see
what happens.
And if you do try to communicate, do this in combination with
other measures, and/or about these other measures. Then
communication can be an extremely effective instrument.
Communication about police checks can strongly increase the
subjective probability of being caught (the chance that you think
you run of being caught if you violate the rules) and with it the
effectiveness of these checks.
Communication and information can also be very effective and
even necessary for infrastructural measures. The Essential
Recognition Characteristics (road markings that show how fast
you can drive and whether or not you are allowed to overtake)
that we address in Rule 6 are more or less useless if the road
user is not first explained their meaning.
More generally: in particular in new situations, communication is
often indispensible and often very effective.

• In some cases it is also necessary to communicate why you
are taking a certain measure, for instance why you are not
allowed to drive faster on a certain section of road than the
limit, which initially seems to be illogically slow. Not
everybody is able to see that porous asphalt (ZOAB) has just
been laid (and is therefore slippery), or that the people in the
neighbourhood suffer badly from noise and/or air pollution
caused by the traffic on the road. Also see Rule 4 regarding
the logic of measures and Rule 8 regarding providing
information sparingly.
• Communication is also required about new traffic rules,
roadworks, exceptional (weather) conditions, etc.
• The approach to communication must be different for other
behaviour (seatbelt, speed, alcohol, etc.) and for different target
groups (age, commercial/ non-commercial traffic, etc.). Further
information about this is outside the scope of this brochure.
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• Employing multiple-channel communication is often most
effective. For instance, TV advertisements and advertisements
in newspapers can clarify why it makes sense to wear a seatbelt
and to not speed. In addition, at locations where this is
important, alongside the road you can give a short message
that refers to these advertisements, for instance, displaying a
poster about wearing a seatbelt at the exit ramp of a service
station or rest area.
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Rule 4
The road user only accepts
measures that he considers useful

Rules and measures must be seen to be logical and useful.
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You won't believe it, but I recently got back on my bike! Wow, that really opens
up a new world. Outside and no stress. Well, as long as cars don't get too
close. But it's remarkable how some road authorities treat cyclists… I was
riding my bike and at a certain moment the road went straight on, but I was
forced to turn right. And in my view: I had to make an enormous detour around
a large square, to end up on the same road. Well, I just kept going straight on.
It was amazing how some car drivers used their horns!
I had fortunately read about it: the motorway that I take to work runs through a
residential district, and the people there suffer from the noise and air pollution
caused by the traffic. Therefore, the speed is limited to 80km. OK, so I try to
stick to it. But then!!!: some people just race past, or they tailgate like idiots.
Really pathetic. And then I wonder: don't they know or don't they care?
What is the
problem?

• If a road user doesn't see the effectiveness of a measure or
regulation, it is unlikely that he will behave as intended. After all,
road users are mainly interested in achieving their own
objectives (Rule 1).
• The road user considers one rule (for instance a speed limit
near a narrow part of a road) initially more appropriate than
another (for instance an environmental speed limit).
• A measure or rule that does not immediately appear to be
useful or which is not immediately clear can lead to dangerous
situations, for instance speeding or taking an undesired route.
• This can lead to even more dangerous situations if one road
user adheres to the speed limit while the other does not: this will
then result in large speed differences with all of the associated
risks.
• A measure or rule that lacks credibility at one location can lead
to road users having no faith in the measure or rule when it is
used somewhere else.
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How can you
take this into
account?

• In the first place and where possible, ensure that the
desired behaviour is obtained by the design and layout of
the road and its surroundings, making additional measures
unnecessary. That is Sustainable Safety!
• However, if measures still prove to be necessary, then first
consider whether the rule or measure you are planning is
actually useful and whether it will be effective. Would you
comply with it yourself?
• You must realise that it is impossible to ask people to
behave in a certain way, for instance asking cyclists to
take a detour when they can see that it makes no sense,
or asking motorists to drive at a speed that they feel is
illogically slow.
• The more a measure or rule is at odds with what the road
user thinks is logical, the greater the problem.
• When you take measures that generate emotional
resistance in the road users, but that prove to be effective
(like lowering the speed limit to promote traffic flow), inform
them about the results: 10% less air pollution! 27% fewer
traffic jams! Then this must be explained in both the
(regional) media and along the road concerned.
• Realise that what is clear and logical to you as a
professional, might be less understandable for the road
user.
• Ask yourself whether the usefulness of the measure or rule
will be clear to everyone.
• If the usefulness is not obvious, you need to explain it. If
the speed limit on a road is reduced from 100km or even
120km to 80km, it will not be immediately clear to
everyone that this will probably be for environmental
reasons. Make it clear through the media and locally by
signs why the limit has been set. The least you can do is to
give people the chance to voluntarily keep to the limit.
Fines can always be given later.
• The same applies to closing lanes to regulate the flow of
traffic.
• Ensure that the measure or rule is in line as far as possible
with what the road user expects (Rule 6) and considers to
make sense. A speed limit of 90km on a fantastic new

motorway is difficult to accept if you don't tell the
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road user that it is because, being new, the road surface is
slippery. Even then it is a question whether you can
employ the limit for weeks. Therefore, limit the period to
the minimum, and in any case explain that the road will
remain slippery for a long time. Display the end date of the
speed limit, then the road user will not think that you have
forgotten the signs (and therefore: him!). He will still feel as
if he has some control of the situation. The same applies
when a lane is closed for a long time and in the road user's
eyes 'nothing is happening': explain why and for how long
the lane will be closed.
• With respect to the understandability of information as
addressed in Rule 9: take extra care with temporary signs.
Remove or cover speed limit signs near roadworks that is
being done as soon as they are no longer needed.
Wrongfully placed signs or signs that are accidentally left
behind lead to the signs becoming 'devalued'.
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Rule 5
The road user will surprise you

Road design, measures, etc. can have unintended and undesired
side effects: a road user who feels safer behaves more
dangerously

28

Great! I finally picked up my new car! Beautiful! And extremely safe of course,
because as you know, I consider safety to be very important. It's got
everything, I think seven EuroNCAP stars, a safety cage, airbags, traction
control… ABS? Yes, of course ABS, every car has that nowadays! And cool:
luckily it's just snowed. Just what I wanted! Shall we? That's a pity, they've
already been gritting… Why don't we take that country lane, it's still perfect. So,
just a little bit faster… but watch, I'll slam on the brakes, let's see what
happens. Yes, I can see the tree!!!
What is the
problem?

• Sometimes road users react in a way you might not have
expected and had certainly not intended.
Examples:
- Truck drivers who, after driving on a road where they were
prohibited from overtaking, start to overtake en mass (they
have been waiting to do so for many kilometres!), with the
result that on the section of road following the section where
the overtaking ban was in force major problems arise due to
the overtaking trucks.
- Navigation equipment that sometimes leads road users to
roads where you don't want them to be. That is a major
problem, in particular at diversions!
- Measures that lead to road users taking another route, with all
of the associated problems. SPECS (average speed camera)
systems or other systems where the probability of being
caught is high can lead to motorists who have a tendency to
speed 'fleeing' to another route where there is less control.
• Unexpected behaviour can also be the result of
misunderstandings, such as the undesired use of the hard
shoulder as a rush hour lane if no red cross is displayed above
it, or when this hard shoulder is 'always' open.
• Specific safety measures are sometimes reacted to in an
extraordinary way. You can make cars and roads as safe as
you want - it is still the fallible human being who determines
what exactly happens on the road, and who causes the most
accidents. An uncomfortable effect of safety measures can be
that if someone thinks that the situation is safer, he sometimes

behaves in such a way that is so much more unsafe that his
level of perceived (lack of) safety returns to what it was.
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This behavioural adaptation is mainly an 'unconscious'
mechanism and therefore it is difficult to counteract.
Examples:
− ABS is a classic example of a car safety measure that as a
result of 'behavioural adaptation' resulted in only a small
reduction in the number of accidents. Nowadays, ABS is just
one of the raft of safety measures in the car. That these
measures collectively lead to people being less careful is still
not improbable.
− This type of effect also applies to road safety measures. On
wet ZOAB (porous surface) roads (where there is less chance
of aquaplaning and less spray that reduces visibility) people
drive faster than on wet 'old' asphalt, and therefore there are
no fewer accidents.
− The same type of effect also occurs with respect to education:
people who follow skid pan training and think that as a result
they have more control have more accidents on slippery
roads.

How can
you take
this into
account?

• Eliminate undesired behaviour of the road user as much as
possible by the recognisability of the (function) of the road,
uniformity of design, road markings, signs, etc. (Also see Rules
6 and 9).
• When taking measures, take into account any possible
unexpected reactions of the road user, both at the location
where the measure is in force and further on or on neighbouring
roads. These can be conscious reactions (overtaking after a
road section where overtaking is banned), but also unintentional
(more dangerous behaviour due to the road user feeling safer).
When taking measures, anticipate the behavioural adaptation of
the road user. For instance, widening the road by making an
additional lane can lead to the road user feeling safer and
driving faster.
• Try to use the mechanism of when people feel safe they behave
more dangerously by allowing it to work the other way round.
Making a situation appear to be less safe will result in the road
user behaving more safely.
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Examples:
− On a road where speeding is a problem, try to make the speed
appear to be higher, for instance by erecting vertical elements
along the road at a safe distance from it. Vertical elements such
as poles or trees in your peripheral vision determine to a major
degree your perception of speed.
− Make police speed traps known (but not exactly where and
when!), which will increase the feeling of 'risk' of being caught if
you break the rules (also see Rule 3 regarding the use of
communication).
• Try to prevent misunderstandings such as the undesired use of
the rush-hour lane by making it as clear as possible to the road
user what is expected of him (also see Rules 9 and 10
regarding the requirements related to the understandability of
information).
• For every measure monitor the effects and any possible side
effects closely: use monitoring.
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Rule 6
The road user has expectations and
behaves as such

The road layout evokes expectations and people do not like
surprises; make sure that the expectations you evoke 'fit'.
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It's great driving on this country lane. Beautiful green fields, beautiful green
trees. At last no reason to hurry. That's alright occasionally? Put more strongly:
it's a must: this is one of the new roads with special road markings, where the
maximum speed is 60km. I thought.Why is that truck suddenly so close behind
me? He is also only allowed to drive at 60km, you know! And otherwise, just
overtake; enough room and you can see far enough ahead. Eh… oh no, those
solid lines always meant that you are not allowed to overtake. But that doesn't
mean that that truck needs to tailgate? Or… was the speed limit here 60km?
Oops, that Porsche seems to be allowed to drive faster, and the way he
overtook was really dangerous...
What is the
problem?

• People, and therefore also road users, have certain
expectations and they behave in a way that is consistent with
them.
• As time passes, the road user becomes very experienced in
carrying out his task. Therefore, what he does is mainly routine:
in a given situation expectations form automatically. The
behavioural 'programme' associated with the expectations is
followed. This programme mainly concerns the speed to drive,
but also, for instance, whether you can overtake or not, looking
out for cyclists and pedestrians crossing the road, etc. On one
road you expect that that can happen, and on the other you
don't.
• The behaviour that is evoked by his expectations can differ per
road user. One may think, for instance, that 60km is the limit on
a certain road while the other thinks that the limit is 80km. It
does not matter who is right or wrong: the behavioural
differences negatively affect safety and traffic flow.
• The road user's expectations are only determined in part by
how the road designer has designed, marked and signposted
the road.
• The expectations of how you should behave are also
determined by the total picture of the road and its surroundings,
by the vegetation and buildings around it and their proximity to
the road, by the speed limit on the previous section of road, by
the behaviour of the other traffic…
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• That the road user behaves differently to that intended is due to
the fact that elements in the road or the surroundings evoke
certain expectations, which in turn evoke the unintended
behaviour.
• These expectations created in other ways can sometimes have
much more influence on the road user than the traffic signs or
road markings that the road authority has so carefully provided.
A sign can be missed and a road user may fail to recognise or
understand a certain road marking.
• The expectations concerned here are very resilient to change,
which is reinforced by the routine behaviour for which they form
the base. This means that it is very difficult to change these
fixed expectations.

How can
you take
this into
account?

• The surroundings of the road and the road design must match
and preferably reinforce each other in realising the expectations
of the road user. The road user will never expect a wide road to
have a speed limit of 60km, or a road bordered closely by trees
to have a speed limit of 100km or even 80km.
• The expectations of a road user for a certain road and the area
surrounding it are so deeply ingrained, that the road and its
surroundings must be very recognisable. Of course, here we
have to deal with the Sustainable Safety requirement
'Recognisability of the design of the road and the predictability
of its course and the behaviour of the road users'. If this
requirement is met with respect to the road and its course, the
behaviour of the other road users is immediately a lot more
predictable!
• Measures to influence the behaviour of road users must
preferably automatically evoke the desired driving behaviour
(speed on a section of road due to the lane width and markings)
and otherwise if necessary they must enforce it (drive slowly at
a junction by creating a raised plateau).
• Realise as a road authority that you also evoke expectations:

if a hard shoulder is very regularly used as a rush-hour lane,
then the road users will come to perceive and expect it to be
a normal lane. And if you install signs at one sharp bend, the
road user will automatically expect you to warn him at other
sharp bends in the same way.
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• Here again: put yourself in the position of the road user (who is
unfamiliar with the local situation) and remember the necessity
of creating a system that everyone can cope with.
• Consider continuity: do not expose the road user to surprises.
Really unavoidable transitions between, for instance, a priority
road and a non-priority road, or between an 80km and a 60km
road must be clearly indicated well in advance. This gives the
road user the time to switch to the new situation. After all, his
driving is mainly routine.
• Also consider uniformity: road design, signs, markings and the
like that are intended to evoke certain behaviour in the road
user must be similar throughout the country(!). Also see Rule 9
with respect to unambiguous information. Guidelines exist for
this. Examples are the Essential Recognisable Characteristics.
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Rule 7
What happens if things go wrong
with the system or with the road
user?

If something in the traffic system fails or if the road user makes a
mistake, the system must continue to run; the mistake must be
able to be corrected or accommodated.
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You know what happened to me recently! I was just driving through town, on
my way to the motorway. I drive the same route every day. I could drive it with
my eyes shut. There are lots of traffic lights, but who cares, they do
occasionally turn green, and I don't fancy crisscrossing my way through a load
of backstreets. But then it happened: the traffic lights suddenly stopped
working. That's rather strange! Fortunately everyone started to drive slowly, so
things went alright, but what should you do when something like that happens?
After searching for a while, I eventually saw an orange priority sign with a white
edge on the traffic light pole. So I had right of way. But I didn't rely on that too
much. You know what are strange things? Those new turbo roundabouts!
They're roundabouts with kerbstones separating the lanes so that you are
forced to take a certain exit. And then you have to exit, you cannot go round
again if you end up in the wrong lane. So you have to make sure of the lane
you want to take and get in it very early. Well, I guess you know what
happened, I took the wrong lane. So I had to drive for a long while before I
could turn around, which almost went wrong as well. I then drove very slowly
and carefully back to that roundabout…
What is the
problem?

• Both the traffic system and the fallible road user can go wrong.
Traffic control systems can break, road users can take the
wrong lane or the wrong exit, miss a signpost or even skid off
the road.
• In such a situation, if there is nothing to ensure that everything
continues operating as well as possible, the traffic can be
seriously disrupted and dangerous situations can arise:
− If the traffic lights are defective, road users no longer know what
to do.
− If the road user makes a mistake, he does not know how to
correct it and can make life-threatening manoeuvres to achieve
his goal, such as changing lanes at the last moment, or
reversing on the hard shoulder (the road user's own goals from
Rule 1!). And if he skids off the road, it is better that he does not
collide with a tree…
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How can
you take
this into
account?

• In the event of errors/defects occurring in the traffic system or
traffic provisions:
− In any case, you must realise that traffic control systems,
signals, signs, the lighting and all sorts of other provisions can
fail.
− Ensure that in such cases the traffic can continue to flow as
well as possible:
- Ensure that crossroads that are controlled by traffic lights
are very clearly marked and are recognisable, to show who
has priority and to ensure that the road users know what to
do if the lights fail.
- Ensure that signs that are very important with respect to
road safety (for instance speed limits and warning signs for
roadworks) must be visible and legible under all
circumstances (Rule 10!); therefore arrange emergency
lighting or retroflection in addition to normal lighting.
− In any case, ensure that the situation remains safe. For
instance, design the signalling so that in the event of a failure
the impression is not given that a hard shoulder or carpool
reversible lane (alternately from both sides) is available. It is
better to have a traffic jam due to reduced capacity than to an
accident!
• For mistakes made by the road user:
− Ensure that if possible the road user has the space and
opportunity to correct his mistake. If the road user has chosen
the wrong exit, you might be able when designing the road to
give him the opportunity to return to the main carriageway
without hindering the other traffic.
An unfavourable characteristic of turbo roundabouts is that
they do not offer the road user the opportunity to correct a
mistake. This places very high demands on priming the
expectations of the road user (Rule 6), and therefore on the
information provided to the road user (see Rules 2, 9 and 10
regarding the limitations and understandability of the
information to be provided).
− Ensure that if the road user skids off the road due to a
mistake, the consequences remain limited. The hard
shoulder is the most well-known example of this. Ensure that
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there are safety barriers, and/or an obstacle free verge,
certainly at sharp bends. If there is open space behind such a
bend, a 'gravel trap' is better than a safety barrier.
− A system exists to guide a motorist, who mistakenly tries to
take an exit ramp on to a motorway, back off it.
• In general: comply with the Sustainable Safety requirement of a
forgiving traffic environment.
• And even more: try to rule out accidents wherever possible.
Prevention is better than cure. The 10 Golden Rules are
intended to prevent road users making mistakes as far as
possible.
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Rule 8
Tell the road user what is really
important

The road user who is 'bombarded' with too much information will
possibly choose the 'wrong' information; therefore in critical
situations, limit the information provided to that what is locally
strictly necessary.
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I'm driving on the motorway and am a bit sleepy. Tired. Fortunately you do not
need to do much on a motorway. Keep the car on the road, don't hit the car in
front and things will be fine. And there aren't many cars around at this time of
day anyway. Until… Hey, what's that say?! A great big sign, 'Rijkswaterstaat',
something about the ring road or something. But what did the sign next to it
say? I find out sooner than I would like when I see that I suddenly have to
switch to the hard shoulder as the main carriageway is blocked. Fortunately it
wasn't too busy, because what I did wasn't very elegant.
What is the
problem?

• Rule 2 showed that the road user cannot do everything at the
same time.
• If you provide more information than he can handle at that
moment, he will have to make a choice. The chance is that he
will then choose the least important information while missing
the important message.
• Additional information that is not urgently necessary at a
particular moment not only distracts but can also result in the
road user missing information that is important.
• This mainly plays a role in situations where the road user
already needs to concentrate entirely on the road, like close to
reconstruction activities, lane narrowings, lane deviations, etc.,
but also at 'normal' junctions and entry and exit ramps.
• These things play a role in all sorts of ways, for instance, when
choosing the route, when choosing an exit, when choosing the
correct lane as well as when choosing the correct speed.

How can
you take
this into
account?

• Tell the road user only what is really important at that location
and at that moment, so: route information, the speed limit,
transitions to one (and which!) lane, danger of aquaplaning, etc.
• The road user only wants to get as quickly as possible from A to
B and is not very interested in information that he does not
immediately need and that also distracts him. Moreover, many
problems can be prevented by carefully meeting the
Sustainable Safety Recognisability requirements for the design
of the road and the predictability of the course of the road (see
the expectations of the road user in Rule 6).
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• Information to the public about the hows and whys of an
exceptional situation is fine, but not at the location where the
road user already needs to concentrate fully on the road and the
traffic. So if you want to inform the road user of the hows and
whys of a reconstruction project (which is very useful for the
credibility of measures of Rule 4), do this well in advance -say 2
kilometres- from the location where the road user needs to
concentrate fully on the road and the traffic.
• Furthermore, the information directed to the public should not
mean that too much attention is distracted away from the traffic.
For instance, it should not be presented just before an exit ramp
or close to a junction.
• Ensure that the correct information is provided everywhere:
make sure that the road user knows in time which exit to take
and then ensure that he is in the correct lane and that he
adjusts his speed. And don't distract him with other, less
important, information.
• On DRIPs only provide information that is at that moment and at
that location very important for the road user. DRIPs are rather
distracting (and according to Rule 2, the road user cannot
handle everything at the same time). That does not matter, if
their use can prevent traffic jams or accidents occurring further
on. Then 'it's alright'. But being distracted by general information
is not alright. Moreover, the risk of providing general information
on DRIPs is that the road user will start to think 'it will only tell
me to wear my seatbelt' and will start to pay them less attention.
Even when they give urgent information. Then the DRIP
becomes 'devalued'. Which would be a waste of such a great
system!

• Do not overload the road user with information that he does
not understand. For instance, only provide information about
experiments with a new type of road surface if the surface
clearly differs from the normal one, and the road user could
be confused if he wasn't given the information (also see
Rules 9 and 10). And of course if such a different road
surface could pose problems, including being slippery.
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Rule 9
Do not confuse the road user

All of the information that the road user 'takes in' such as the
course of the road, road markings and signs must be consistent.
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I just passed a 'Work in Progress' sign. So I'll take it easy. Yesterday I was
here as well and nothing was happening yet, but now I have to be alert. I might
need to switch to the hard shoulder. But I've already driven another kilometre
and there is no signs of any work, let alone 'in progress'. Hmm, they seem to
have put that sign up by accident. Or forgot it. It can happen. Hey, what's
happening here? The white lines continue, but yellow lines have suddenly
appeared and they go to the right. What should I do? I guess they weren't put
there for nothing. Ok, let's go to the right. Blast, that almost went wrong: the car
to the right of me continued following the white lines and went straight on. I
brake hard and can shoot to the right just behind him. That just allowed me to
avoid the cones. Behind me I see another car making the same manoeuvre.
What is the
problem?

• We already saw that road users have certain expectations and
act on them (Rule 6).
• For instance, one of them is that if a sign announces roadworks,
then the expectation is that 'something will happen soon':
whether it be speed limits, lane narrowings, lane deviations, a
traffic jam, etc.
• If nothing happens, this confuses the road user.
• The road user becomes insecure if he is presented with
contradictory information, in the example above the normal
white lines and the temporary yellow lines. He does not know
what to do, and so reacts slower and possibly incorrectly.
• Other road users in the vicinity have the same problem and
each of them will react in their own way. Then the probability of
conflicts and (unnecessary) delays occurring becomes very
high.

How can
you take
this into
account?

• The main point is that all information that the road user
'receives' must be consistent. This applies in many ways. The
route information must be consistent with the route taken by the
road and the exits. Temporary or local speed limits must be
consistent with what the road user perceives there and then to
be a logical and safe speed. Therefore, the expectations of Rule
6 and the required usefulness of measures of Rule 4 play an
important role here.
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• So it is very important to ensure that the design, signposting,
etc. of the road are in consistent and to anticipate the
expectations. More correctly: to ensure that the correct
expectations are met.
• In other ways and in other situations all of the information that
the road user gets must be consistent. A 30km speed limit on a
motorway is strange, unless it is very clear to the road user and
very clearly told to the road user that something very
exceptional is happening (refer to the information concerning
communicating and the credibility of measures in Rules 3 and
4).
• In any case, ensure that signs and lines do not conflict (with
each other). Let them reinforce each other: the requirement of
the Recognisability of the road design and the predictability of
the course of the road from Sustainably Safety.
• Therefore, also ensure that 'old' information (such as road
markings) is removed when you provide new information.
Providing old and new information at the same time can confuse
the road user.
• Be extra careful with temporary signs. A classic case relates to
temporary speed limit signs for roadworks being displayed when
the work is already completed or in the weekend when no work
is being done. Also remember that such a sign can lead to the
road user, when he encounters such signs elsewhere, no longer
believing them. Wrongfully placed signs or signs that are
accidentally left behind lead to the signs becoming 'devalued'.
• This applies always and on all roads, but it applies even more
for temporary and exceptional situations:
− In itself, a temporary situation such as 'work in progress' is
usually unexpected. Therefore, it is not generally expected by
the motorist. Certainly on a motorway he expects driving to be
a routine matter.
− So a temporary exceptional situation is not in line with his
general expectations.
- Therefore, it is even more important to warn the road user
about the situation in time and clearly (Rule 10),
- Therefore, it is even more important that within this
exceptional situation, the information that the road user
receives is entirely consistent. For instance, if there is a
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sign announcing roadworks, then within a short period of
passing it, it must be clear must that something is going

on, and what: a lane narrowing and/or a lane deviation
or something similar. Warnings about lane deviations or
merging lanes must agree with what the road user will
soon see in reality.
− Certainly in an unusual situation, such as at roadworks, where
the road user can and should no longer rely on what he
routinely does, it must be clear what is expected of him.
Therefore, for instance, it is much better to blank out the
normal white lines during roadworks leaving the only option
being to follow the temporary yellow lines.
− If applicable, ensure that a diversion is clearly and
continuously signposted. The road user has even more need
for that as due to the roadworks and the diversion he might be
a bit lost and can no longer drive routinely. It wouldn't harm to
repeat the signs that indicate the diversion.
− Certainly at a diversion take account of how road users react
to navigation equipment. If the equipment does not 'know' that
there is a diversion, it will try to correct the road user. If need
be, warn road users not to follow their navigation equipment
in this situation.
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Rule 10
Information must be visible, clear
and understandable to the road user

Information provided along the road must stand out, be legible and
understandable.
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On the motorway again. It is busy here, everyone's in a hurry. So I must
concentrate. I won't get sidetracked by the flowers in the verge but will
concentrate on the vehicles in front and behind of me. In particular that truck
I'm now following, I would like to pass it. But to my left the cars are also driving
bumper to bumper…Then I suddenly see that sign on the side of the road.
Pictures, text, what the hell does it all mean? Really I'm not speeding, it isn't
even possible here, but I just don't understand. And then of course I've passed
it. I drive on even more stressed than before. Being aware of an exceptional
situation is OK, but it becomes difficult if you don't no what to be aware of…
What is the
problem?

• Rules 2 and 8 already showed us that the road user
cannot do everything at the same time and therefore that
you must only inform him about what is strictly necessary.
• But still:
- if the information you provide is not what the road user
expects
- if the information does not grab his attention
- if he cannot read the information
- if he cannot understand the information
then he is ill-informed, he becomes insecure and there is a
chance that he will make mistakes, if only by driving slowly
and slowing down the traffic.
• Once again, this concerns the Sustainable Safety
requirement of 'Recognisability of the road design and
predictability of the course of the road', but then on a small
scale.

How can you
take this into
account?

Information provided along the road must stand out, be
legible and understandable. To ensure that the road user
sees, understands and does what the sign tells him to do,
the following conditions must be met one after the other:
• Visibility/ standing out:
− The sign must be clearly visible, therefore it must:
- be large enough
- have a striking colour
- stand out from the background
- not be concealed by other signs, bushes and the like
in front of it.
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− The required size of the sign of course depends on the
normal speed of the traffic at the location.
− Remember that the road user does not expect to see
temporary signs and is not looking for them in the way
that he is looking for a sign that tells him he must take
the next exit. Therefore, we are totally dependent on
how the sign stands out!
− Adjust the light intensity of electronic text panels to the
circumstances: easily legible in full sunlight and not
blinding and/or glaring in the dark.
− Also ensure that there is sufficient distance between the
signs that are already present and the temporary signs.
• Legibility:
− The letters and/or pictograms on the sign must be clearly
legible. That is a question of size, spacing and font.
− The required size of course once more depends on the
normal speed of the traffic at the location.
− The font must be the standard font for this type of sign to
prevent the road user from being surprised, from not
understanding the sign and responding slower to it.
Therefore, do not make the letters narrower to fit on the
sign.
− Ensure that the pictograms and any explanatory sketch
is clear and standardised.
− Ensure that the sign is easily visible at night (lighting or
retroflection).
− Keep the signs clean and legible.
− As already recommended in Rule 2, do not use
alternating text.
− Matrix panels are sometimes difficult to read due to their
low resolution. Therefore, they are less suitable for
displaying pictograms.
• Understandability:
− The message must be clear. For instance, it must be
immediately clear for what type of behaviour you need
the message: to be able to select your route, or to now
adjust your speed?
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− If possible, give behavioural advice. If the traffic is
moving slowly, the road user knows that something is
wrong, but not what, let alone what he has to do, except
maybe to pay attention. A speed limit provides clarity, as
does the order to 'Give Way'.
− The text must consist of normal, generally accepted
words and for instance place names/ destinations.
− Do not use words that could be confusing. 'Traffic
disruption' originally meant disruption due to traffic, in
the same way as noise disruption meant disruption due
to noise. But now it has been used 'incorrectly' in the
Netherlands for so long, that the road user understands
that it concerns disruption to traffic. 'Traffic jam 5km' for
instance, could mean either 'there is a traffic jam in
5kms' or 'You are approaching a traffic jam that is 5kms
long'.
− Do not use uncommon terms or words; road users do
not think in week numbers but in dates and days.
Therefore do not use: 'Week 45 through Week 47' but
'From 1 through 21 November' and preferably even
'Coming Tuesday'.
− Only use abbreviations for common terms: 'km' for
kilometre is fine, but many people will not understand
that 'jnc' means 'junction' or 'mn' means minutes.
− Only use generally known, frequently used pictograms
that are therefore recognisable to everyone who has to
deal with traffic. It must not be a 'puzzle'.
• Otherwise:
− If the message only applies to certain target groups (e.g.
truck drivers or motorcyclists) make this immediately
clear at the top of the sign, then the other road users can
stop reading and focus their attention once more on the
road.
− Repeat the sign if it contains a complicated message, for
instance the numbers used to indicate diversions to
different destinations.
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− If the situation and the target groups require it, consider
also displaying important information in other languages.
Roadworks involving diversions in the east of the country
could also be shown in German, and in the vicinity of
certain harbours (Hoek van Holland, Europoort), English
could be an option.
• Uniformity ('always the same everywhere') is a very
important concept in this rule. Uniformity is a requirement
with respect to the size and colour of the sign, and to the
size, colour and design of letters and pictograms.
• Furthermore, it is once more a question of: putting yourself
in the position of the road user who is unfamiliar with the
local situation. Would you be able to see, read and
understand what to do in time? After all, everyone must be
able to cope with the system. Realise that what is
completely clear and logical to you as a professional, might
be less understandable to the road user.
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